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Abstract: With the development of the economy, the number of automobiles in our country 

has grown steadily. The development of the automobile industry has increased people's 

consumption of fuel, and at the same time, the energy crisis and environmental pollution 

have also increased. Electricity is a clean energy, and new energy vehicles, especially clean 

electric vehicles, are an environmentally friendly future option. This paper aims to study 

the current situation and development of electric vehicle energy supply facilities 

construction based on structural changes. This paper analyzes the current situation of 

China's energy supply structure. On the basis of defining the concepts of energy supply 

structure and low carbonization, the present situation of China's energy resource 

endowment and supply structure is analyzed, and the problems existing in China's energy 

supply structure are discussed in depth. This paper summarizes the development status of 

electric vehicle power supply mode at home and abroad, and combines the practical 

application of domestic electric vehicle power supply mode, using SWOT analysis, demand 

analysis, consumer behavior theory and business gap analysis and demonstration. Through 

the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages, advantages and threats of the 

development of electric vehicles, people pay attention to the economy and practicability of 

using electric vehicles, and the three power supply methods have adopted the whole-vehicle 

electrification method. Research and compare the charging operation mode, conventional 

charging mode and mechanical charging mode, and finally propose a business model that 

conforms to the development of the industry according to the actual situation in my country. 

Experiments have proved that the effective utilization rate of the distribution of energy 

supply facilities simulated in this paper can reach more than 95%, and after the structural 

changes in this paper, the carbon emissions will change from the original estimated 35 

billion tons to the current one in the next 20 years. 18 billion tons or so. 
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1. Introduction 

With the concept and development of a low-carbon economy, it has become a global consensus 

to transform the development mode and realize energy conservation and emission reduction. The 

rapid development of my country's economy has led to a continuous increase in energy 

consumption. At the same time, the increase in energy consumption has also led to many problems 

such as resource scarcity, environmental pollution, and ecological degradation. my country's energy 

system, especially the power supply system, is dominated by coal, and the large-scale use of coal is 

one of the main factors that cause a large amount of carbon dioxide emissions. With my country's 

economic development entering a new normal and the requirements of "energy cycle" and 

"supply-side adjustment", the electricity-based energy supply system will inevitably face 

adjustments, creating a new energy system and creating a clean, safe and efficient modern energy 

system closely linked [1-2]. 

In the research on the construction status and development of electric vehicle energy supply 

facilities based on structural changes , many scholars have studied them and achieved good results. 

For example : Kulbyakina AV uses extraction analysis to study the relationship between energy 

consumption structure and economic growth. The research results show that economic growth 

affects the energy consumption structure to a certain extent [3]. Salarifard A plans to promote a 

business model for leasing batteries, which differentiates electric vehicles from batteries, where 

batteries are only rented and not sold [4]. 

This paper analyzes the current situation of China's energy supply structure. On the basis of 

defining the concepts of energy supply structure and low carbonization, the present situation of 

China's energy resource endowment and supply structure is analyzed, and the problems existing in 

China's energy supply structure are discussed in depth. This paper summarizes the development 

status of electric vehicle power supply mode at home and abroad, and combines the practical 

application of domestic electric vehicle power supply mode, using SWOT analysis, demand 

analysis, consumer behavior theory and business gap analysis and demonstration. Through the 

analysis of the advantages and disadvantages, advantages and threats of the development of electric 

vehicles, people pay attention to the economy and practicability of using electric vehicles, and the 

three power supply methods have adopted the whole-vehicle electrification method. Research and 

compare the charging operation mode, conventional charging mode and mechanical charging mode, 

and finally propose a business model that conforms to the development of the industry according to 

the actual situation in my country. 

2. Research on the Current Situation and Development of Electric Vehicle Energy Supply 

Facilities Construction Based on Structural Changes 

2.1. Analysis of Development Stages of China's Pure Electric Vehicle Energy Supply 

The development of pure electric vehicles in China can be divided into two stages: 

demonstration application period and promotion maturity period. 

The development of electric vehicles is inseparable from the use of electricity, and the energy 

supply mode of this electric energy is closely related to the development of electric vehicles. 

Broadly speaking, the energy supply mode includes the charging infrastructure, power supply 

network, and service enterprises that operate charging. It consists of multiple parts such as suppliers 

of batteries. The energy supply model not only refers to the conversion of the alternating current 

power obtained from the national grid into the chemical energy of electric vehicles through the 
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substation charging system, but also how to deliver the power to the users with high efficiency and 

low cost. The research on this business model is more than technical. How to realize charging has 

more practical significance for the promotion of electric vehicles [5-6]. 

In the two development stages of electric vehicles, the energy supply mode will have different 

characteristics. 

In the demonstration application stage, the service targets are mainly grouped public service 

vehicles, such as centralized vehicles for large venues, public events, and tourist attractions, 

cleaning vehicles for sanitation departments, and taxis in demonstration cities. The energy supply 

modes of normal charging, fast charging, and battery replacement can be used intensively. 

Electricity comes from a wired supply from the grid, or flexible means such as night-time charging 

are available. The public charging infrastructure is gradually improved, and the needs of personal 

charging are gradually solved in a point-to-point manner. The public facilities are not for profit, but 

are aimed at cultivating customers' usage habits and willingness. 

In the mature stage of promotion, electric passenger vehicles for personal use have become the 

focus of electric vehicle development. Providing high-quality, convenient and cheap power supply 

services has become the focus of this stage, and the self-management of charging facilities is also 

an important aspect to be considered. The advanced charging network will take advantage of its 

scale effect, adopt advanced Internet technology and information technology, use valley electricity, 

centralized procurement, and technical cooperation will effectively reduce the price of batteries and 

electricity, improve services, and ultimately make electric vehicles no matter from In terms of 

practicality or economy, it surpasses traditional cars in an all-round way, making electric cars enter 

thousands of households. 

At present, my country is still in the stage of demonstration and application to the mature stage 

of promotion, and no mature energy supply model has surfaced and entered into actual commercial 

operation. Therefore, it is practical to study the energy supply model and transform it into a feasible 

business model at this time. The guiding significance [7-8]. 

2.2. Supply Mode of New Energy Electric Vehicles 

( 1 ) Plug-in hybrid 

Compared with pure electric vehicles, plug-in hybrids use a small battery pack to ensure smooth 

urban traffic, because the internal combustion engine can also be used for long distances, reducing 

users' anxiety about low battery power during use. It has better performance because it can 

continuously output electricity and has both an electric motor and an internal combustion engine. A 

plug-in hybrid has a small battery capacity and limited charging time, so users can charge the car 

with a home battery. 

( 2 ) Hydrogen fuel cell 

There is no problem of battery life and recharging of energy. No endurance anxiety. There is no 

need for consumers to change their car habits. Because the hydrogen fuel cell is closer to the 

traditional battery, the performance is basically the same as that of the pure electric vehicle, and 

there is no problem in the life cost of the pure electric vehicle due to the cumbersome battery pack. 

And the emissions are close to zero and can be ignored. Hydrogen can be extracted through a 

variety of fossil energy sources, so there are many sources of hydrogen. The main problem at 

present is that the extraction technology of hydrogen is not mature enough. The infrastructure 

construction is slow, and the promotion resistance is great. 
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Figure 1. New energy supply mode of electric vehicles 

2.3. Construction of an Evaluation Model for the Role of Energy Supply Structural Factors 

The subjective evaluation method is a method in which experts assign subjective scores to each 

attribute based on experience. This method realizes the transformation from qualitative to 

quantitative, but the evaluation results rely too much on the subjective judgment of people, which 

are significantly affected by subjective factors and are more random. big. The objective evaluation 

method is to analyze the objective information of the evaluation object data itself. It is a method of 

assigning weights by establishing a mathematical model. The evaluation results are more objective, 

but the importance of expert experience in determining the weight coefficient is ignored, and the 

evaluation results are subject to indicators. The effect of sample random error. There are often 

inconsistencies in the evaluation scores and rankings obtained by calculating the same evaluation 

object using a single weighting method, and the differences between the evaluation objects are not 

large, which cannot well reflect the differences between the evaluation objects. Therefore, this 

chapter applies the optimal combination weighting method, combines the subjective evaluation 

method and the objective evaluation method, fully highlights the differences between the evaluation 
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objects, and adjusts the weights of the evaluation objects reasonably, making the evaluation results 

more scientific and reasonable. The specific construction ideas are as follows [9-10] : 

(1) Standardize the data on the factors affecting the low carbonization of the energy supply 

structure; 

(2) Four single weighting methods, Gl method, G2 method, entropy method and dispersion 

maximization method, are used respectively to give the corresponding weights to each index; 

(3) Calculate the weight coefficients of the four single weighting methods of G1 method, G2 

method, entropy method and dispersion maximization method, and obtain the combined weight of 

the evaluation object; 

(4) Evaluate and analyze the influencing factors of low-carbon energy supply structure. 

Normalization of positive indicators 

Let x ij represent the normalized value of the j-th index of the ith object; v ij represent the value 

of the j-th index of the ith object; n represent the number of evaluated objects. According to the 

positive scoring formula: 
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The meaning of formula (1) is the relative distance between the difference between the jth index 

value and the minimum value relative to the difference between the maximum value and the 

minimum value. The larger the difference is, the higher the normalized value is [11-12 ] . 

Normalization of Inverse Indicators 

According to the scoring formula of the inverse indicator: 
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3. Discussion and Design Experiment of the Current Situation and Development of Electric 

Vehicle Energy Supply Facilities Construction Based on Structural Changes 

3.1. ARIMA Model Construction 

ARIMA models treat data patterns created by forecasting over time as discrete patterns and use a 

specific mathematical model to approximate the series. Once a model is defined, it is possible to 

predict future chronological order based on past and present values. The ARIMA(p,d,q) model 

consists of three processes: the autoregressive process AR(p), the moving average process MA(q), 

and the process I(d). 

3.2. Experimental Design 

This paper conducts experimental analysis on the construction and development model of new 

energy supply facilities constructed in this paper, first of all, it discusses the effective utilization rate 

of supply facilities, and the effective utilization rate of simulated facilities in the simulation scenario 

constructed in this paper and the effective utilization of realistic traditional The effectiveness of the 

model constructed in this paper is analyzed. Secondly, it analyzes the process of supply-side reform 
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and changes, and discusses the future development of energy supply facilities . 

4. Experimental Analysis on the Construction Status and Development of Electric Vehicle 

Energy Supply Facilities Based on Structural Changes 

4.1. Effectiveness of Energy Supply Facilities 

This paper relies on the construction scheme of energy supply facilities constructed in this paper 

to simulate the use of energy supply facilities, simulate the use of energy supply facilities according 

to the daily flow of people, and compare the effectiveness changes in time with the distribution of 

traditional energy supply facilities. The experimental data are shown in Table 1. Show. 

Table 1. Comparison of the distribution and effective utilization rate of energy supply facilities and 

traditional supply facilities 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Distribution of traditional facilities 22 27 31 40 40 

This paper distributes facilities 25 47 82 89 96 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of efficient changes in the two distribution modes 
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It can be seen from Figure 2 that at the beginning, the difference between the effective utilization 

rates of the two is small, but with the increase of time, the difference between the utilization rates of 

the two is getting bigger and bigger, and the effective utilization of the traditional distributed energy 

supply facilities The rate of energy supply is only about 40%, and the distribution method of this 

paper can make the effective utilization rate of energy supply facilities reach more than 95%. 

4.2. Carbon Emission Optimization Results 

This paper simulates and analyzes the impact of structural reform on carbon emissions in this 

paper, and compares the carbon emissions and emissions predictions based on inertial carbon 

emissions changes and the optimization of the energy structure through structural reforms. The 

experimental data are shown in Table 2. . 

Table 2. Optimization results of carbon dioxide emissions 

 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 

Inertial results 52 130 200 300 350 

Optimize the results 52 130 150 170 180 

 

Figure 3. Optimization results of carbon emission emission through structural reform 

As can be seen from Figure 3, through the reform of the energy structure in this paper, in the next 

20 years, carbon emissions will be greatly reduced, from the originally estimated 35.1 billion tons to 
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about 18 billion tons. Greatly delaying the development of the greenhouse effect and optimizing the 

energy structure. 

5. Conclusion 

Through systematic theoretical analysis and reasoning demonstration, this paper concludes that 

the business model of mechanical charging, that is, battery swapping, has the most potential for 

development. It provides the possibility for people to use the means of transportation economically, 

is the best choice for the energy supply mode of pure electric vehicles, and is the fundamental 

guarantee for the rapid and healthy development of pure electric vehicles. In this system, the 

industrial layout will undergo earth-shaking changes. The electric vehicle industry will consist of 

three pillars of auto companies, battery swap networks, and battery suppliers, just like the 

relationship between telecom operators, telecom equipment vendors, and mobile phone 

manufacturers. Among them, the battery swap network plays an important role. The battery swap 

network not only provides energy supply for the user's electric vehicle by quickly replacing the 

battery, but also undertakes the charging and maintenance work after the battery is replaced. Good 

maintenance will greatly extend the battery life and further reduce the depreciation cost of the 

battery. While reducing the battery consumption of the battery swap network, the advantages of 

centralized management will eventually be reflected in the customer's vehicle cost. The battery 

swap network can use its dominant position in large-scale centralized procurement of batteries to 

establish greater bargaining power, reduce battery purchase prices, and work closely with battery 

suppliers to recycle retired batteries and further reduce battery usage costs . 
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